
 
 

GENERAL HONORS COURSES – Spring 2016 
With the exception of the required one hour G H 299, the following General Honors courses may be used to fulfill requirements in the University’s General 
Education:  G H 101, 201, and 301 in the GE area of the humanities; G H 102, 202, 302 in the GE area of the social sciences; G H 103, 203, 303 in the GE area 
of mathematics and the natural sciences; G H 104, 204 in the GE area of math and the natural sciences with lab.  

 
Note that G H 101 may be taken as Advanced Placement Credit for English 180 OR English 280, but not for both English 180 and 280.   
G H 101 may be repeated only if taken in a different department.  However, AP credit may only be earned once.  A student may NOT take G H 101 
and earn AP credit for ENG 180 and then repeat the course to earn AP credit for ENG 280. 
 
 20347 G H 101 Sec. 06 PAKISTANI LIT  S. Rahman 9:30-10:45 TTH SI 027 
 23937 G H 101  Sec. 33 FILM POP CULTUR D. Banash 2-2:50 TTH SI 220 also meets 4-6 p.m. M   MG101A 
 20562 G H 101 Sec. 91 SOC CLASS LIT  T. Helwig 12:30-1:45 TTH SI 308 
 23935 G H 101 Sec. 96  KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex  9-9:50 MWF SI 214 
      23936 G H 101 Sec. 97  KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex  11-11:50 MWF SI 214 
 /24003 G H 299 Sec. 03 COFAC HON SEM W. Howard 8-8:50 W GH 13 – for COFAC students only 
 /♦*20475 G H 299 Sec. 43 MASS RESIST  E. Brooks 11-11:50 T MG 310 
 24114 G H 299 Sec. 48 INTCULT COMP  P. Bidegaray 11-11:50 T HH 04 
 *17440 G H 299 Sec. 51 ASPECTS SUSTAIN Knox/Collins 12-1:40 T Lib 300 
 17439 G H 299 Sec. I19 CYBER BAGGAGE J. Myers  ON LINE 
   ♦*G H 299 Sec.   GALÁPAGOS TOUR C. Lydeard ARRANGED 
 17442 G H 301 Sec. 79 WARS+FRENCH CIN C. Moore  2-4:30    M MG 326 
 17443 G H 302 Sec. 11 ENV POL DEV      D. Ogbaharya  3-4:15   MW    MG 330 
 17444 G H 302 Sec. 33 POSTMOD THOUGHT D. Sandage 6:30-9:00 Weve MG 322 
 17445 G H 302 Sec. 67 ECON SUST FOOD T. Sadler  12:30-1:45 TTH ST 317 
 /17446 G H 333 Sec. 01 INDEP STUDY  R. Hardy   ARRANGED 
 /17447 G H 444 Sec. 01 IND SR RESEARCH R. Hardy   ARRANGED  
 &17170 COMM 241HSec. 25 INTRO PUB SPKG C. Ridle    9-9:50         MWF MH 012 
 &18452 ECON 351H Sec. 01 GLOBAL POVERTY J. Lin       11-12:15 TTH ST 217 
 &19944 GEOL 110H Sec. 06 INTRO TO EARTH L. Melim  1-1:50 MWF TL 101 Lab meets 1-2:50 T  TL 111 
 
/Honors College permission required. 
*Class meets first 8 weeks. 
♦Add’l Costs Required for Trip. 
&Counts as G H course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status. 
 
20347 G H 101   Sec. 06  PAKISTANI LIT   S. Rahman  9:30-10:45            TTH  SI 027 
Pakistani Literature:  This course will provide you with an overview of Pakistani literature written in Pakistan and in the diasporas of the U.K. and the U.S.  
We will study texts that address the experiences of Partition, Civil War, and contemporary violence in Pakistan from a number of different perspectives.  We 
will also grapple with issues of nationalism, feminism and migration. 
 
23937 G H 101   Sec. 33 FILM POP CULTUR  D. Banash      2-2:50      TTH       SI 220   Also meets:  4-6 p.m.      M     MG 101A    
Film and Popular Culture:  This course will survey the ways in which film changed popular culture throughout the world. As a visual medium, film was one 
of the first universal art forms, and a powerful force in shaping a world that was coming to understand itself as more than a collection of nation-states. Through 
film, the world of the twentieth century opened up, as, for instance, the films of Charlie Chaplin were screened and loved everywhere in the world in the 1920s. 
This course will investigate how the medium of film and the institutions of cinema created a new, shared language for the world. While that language was 
primarily visual, everywhere in the world people were also writing about film: philosophers, art historians, sociologists, scientists all had much to say. Just as 
revealing, too, are the ways in which film was written about and talked about by journalists and, most importantly, ordinary people, the fans. We will pay 
special attention to how people write about film. Film writing reveals changing technologies, social contexts and norms, and provides both scholars and 
ordinary fans a vehicle to assess, celebrate, and contest the emerging meanings of modernity.  Over the course of the semester, our goal is to understand how 
film played a pivotal role in creating a new and unprecedented popular culture, and we will enter into that culture as writers ourselves.  
 
20562 G H 101  Sec. 91 SOC CLASS LIT  T. Helwig             12:30-1:45  TTH  SI 308 
Class Mobility in American Literature:  In 1782, American essayist J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur wrote, “The rich and the poor are not so far removed 
from each other as they are in Europe….We are the most perfect society now existing in the world.”  And thus, from the 18th century to the present, a number 
of American authors, political theorists, and social commentators have helped to construct the image of America as a largely classless society, thereby 
frustrating our efforts to appreciate the importance of class to our everyday lives and even to perceive how class difference is represented in our national 
literature and culture. 
     This course, designed with our university’s large number of first-generation college students in mind, will investigate how a diverse set of American authors 
since the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 1830s responded to America’s volatile economic climate and began to construct class identities.  From 
Frederick Douglass’s heroic pursuit of freedom and the rights to his own labor, to Herman Melville’s prophetic depiction of mind-numbing office cubicles, to 
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s poignant portrait of American idealism, to Paul Auster’s dystopic figuration of the post-industrial age, American writers can help us to see 
the ways that class, along with the equally important social sites of race and gender, shapes the American experience.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
         
23935    G H 101   Sec. 96          KING ARTHUR M. Sinex        9-9:50   MWF  SI 214 
23936 G H 101  Sec. 97       KING ARTHUR M. Sinex  11-11:50   MWF  SI 214  
King Arthur:  “King Arthur in Our Time” has been designed for students seeking ENG 180 or 280 credit. This class will introduce you to some of the notable 
retellings and interpretations of Arthurian material drawn from literary works and the visual arts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Recognizing the 
importance of Malory’s Morte Darthur as an inspiration for nineteenth-century poets, we will read selections from it as we encounter the poetic treatments of 
Morris and Tennyson. The course will also provide you with opportunities to use film treatments and contemporary fiction in your written work since many 
students first encounter Arthurian themes and characters in films and in computer games. We will read works illustrating several genres (e.g. poetry, novel) and 
study book illustrations (Doré) and paintings of the Pre-Raphaelites. The works selected will illustrate the Arthurian Revival of the nineteenth century. 
 
/24003  G H 299   Sec. 03   COFAC HON SEM   W. Howard   8-8:50   W    G H 13 
COFAC Honors Seminar:   This will be a seminar that introduces students to the disciplines within Fine Arts and Communication:  Art, Broadcasting, 
Communication, Communication Sciences and Disorders, Music, and Theatre and Dance.  Focusing on an interdisciplinary theme or issue, students will learn 
to develop collaborative research/creative projects, drawing on perspectives from those disciplines.  /Honors College Permission Required. COFAC students only. 
 
/♦*20475 G H 299   Sec. 43   MASS RESIST    E. Brooks   11-11:50  T  M G 310 
Massive Resistance and Civil Rights in the Changing World:  This course will discuss the American civil rights movement and other social movements and 
theories associated with them. The course will also examine problems with organizing, how people participate in social movements, and how scholars translate 
outcomes of these movements. There will be discussion devoted to how organizations and individuals who participated in the civil rights movement; mobilized 
community resources, resisted opposition, and gained concessions from the local, state, and federal governments. The first part (7 weeks) on the course will be 
face to face class sessions and the second part (1 week) will be a tour of historic civil rights sites in the cities of Memphis, Tennessee, Birmingham, Alabama, 
Montgomery, Alabama, and Selma, Alabama. Sites to be visited are: Lorraine Motel, Birmingham Civil Rights Museum, Kelly Ingram Park, 16th Street Baptist 
Church, Rosa Parks Museum, Dexter King Memorial Avenue Baptist Church Parsonage, Edmund Pettus Bridge, Selma Interpretive Center, Lowndes 
Interpretive Center, Southern Poverty Law Center, and Alabama State University. /Honors College permission req’d.  ♦Add’l costs req’d for trip. *Class 
meets 1st 8 weeks.   
 
24114 G H 299  Sec. 48 INTCULT COMP  P. Bidegaray          11-11:50    T   HH 04 
Developing Intercultural Competence through International Education:  This course will introduce the concept of intercultural competence, specifically as 
a desired outcome of international education activities. In today’s interconnected world, intercultural competence is increasingly seen as a requirement for 
college graduates to succeed in the global workforce. Students will learn about the different conceptions of what it means to be interculturally competent, and 
how this competence is developed both at home and abroad.  
 
*17440       G H 299               Sec. 51 ASPECTS SUSTAIN Knox/Collins          12-1:40   T          Lib 300     
Aspects of Sustainability:  Aspects of Sustainability will introduce students to a range of sustainability issues, environmental and social as well as local and 
global.  Using topics as varied as foods and conflict resolution as well as construction and music, the course will emphasize the reality and potential of human 
interaction in sustainability of living systems.  Recognized presenters from the western Illinois community and national sustainability arena will present to the 
class in person and via Skype; students will discuss their learning and views in the following discussions; and they will write response papers, co-assessed by 
the instructors.  At the end of the eight-week session, students and faculty will compile the significant themes and propose significant action to pursue after the 
course.  *Class meets 1st 8 weeks. 
 
17439     G H 299   Sec. I19   CYBER BAGGAGE J. Myers      On Line                                             
Cyberspace Baggage: Privacy and Problems Besieging Online Information:  This online course will examine recent case law and court ordered mandates 
concerning the legal and ethical issues related to information privacy in a technologically savvy society.  This course will address an individual’s legal right to 
control the collection, use, or distribution of information about oneself held by others. Specifically, the course will review online accessibility issues, 
advantages and disadvantages of maintaining online identities and individual branding, and risk assessment and management through legal opinions and 
ongoing litigation.  
     This course explores the legal impact and effects of the Internet on all aspects of our lives as global citizens.  The course is designed to make the student 
aware of some of the existing and emerging legal and policy issues affecting privacy that arise online. Discussions and debates will be based upon legal 
readings, research, and videos drawn from court cases and legal scholars. The class is designed to encourage students to develop and express their own 
evidenced-based ideas and to cultivate a technological literacy with which to analyze and critique surveillance policies and technologies as social entities from 
the emerging legal perspective.  
 

♦*G H 299 Sec.  GALÁPAGOS TOUR C. Lydeard ARRANGED 
Darwin Revisited:  An Evolutionary Tour of the Galápagos:  One factor that contributed greatly to the development of Darwin’s evolutionary theory was 
his trip around the world as naturalist on the H.M.S. Beagle (1831-1836).  Indeed, Darwin stated in his autobiography that “the voyage of the Beagle has been 
by far the most important event in my life and has determined my whole career.”  One stop the Beagle made was at the Galapágos Islands, which are an 
archipelago of volcanic islands distributed nearly ca. 900 km west of South America (i.e., Ecuador).  The Galapágos have an unusual fauna and flora of 
organisms that are endemic to the islands.  Since Darwin’s time, the Galapágos Islands have continued to serve as a natural laboratory for conducting 
evolutionary studies.  In short, the Galapágos Islands have been and continue to serve as a place of destination for those interested in evolution.  Sadly, many of 
the organisms are also under threat from the impacts of invasive species, so there is an interest in conservation of the flora and fauna as well.  This course will 
examine the role the flora and fauna of the Galapágos Islands has played in shaping evolutionary thinking.  We will read appropriate sections of On the Origin 
of Species and more recent peer-reviewed publications of research conducted on the islands.  We will close with a look at the conservation biology of the 
species.  The course will also include an evolutionary / natural history tour of the Galapágos Islands during Spring Break 2016.  ♦Additional costs req’d for 
trip.  *Class meets 1st 8 wks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
17442 G H 301    Sec.  79   WARS+FRENCH CIN  C. Moore           2-4:30   M      MG 326   
The Two World Wars:  A French Cinematic Perspective:  The last French World War I veteran was given a state funeral in 2008 just as the witnesses of the 
Second World War are reaching their eighties. Living memories of the two wars are fast fading away, but the interest in these events which changed Europe 
forever is keener than ever in France, and many recent films have revisited both wars. France was on the forefront as a battlefield and as a land occupied by 
foreign troops; it faced terrible hardships such as trench warfare, massive death toll and destruction in the First World War; and, the bombing of its cities, and 
deportation of part of its Jewish population in the Second World War. The French population had to make agonizing choices between collaboration and active 
or passive resistance. The viewpoint presented in French films is, therefore, quite different from Hollywood’s. The class will study the portrayal of wars in 
French films focusing on the use of symbols, the notions of hero and enemy, the respective roles of men, women and minorities, as well as the ever present use 
of irony. 
 
17443 G H 302    Sec.  11   ENV POL DEV   D. Ogbaharya        3-4:15   MW      MG 330   
Environment and Politics in Developing Countries:  This is a course about “the environmentalism of the poor.” Students will explore how increased trade 
and investment are transforming the livelihoods, customs, and natural environments of local communities in the developing world. The main focus of the 
course is the social and environmental impact of globalization and its main actors such as multinational agro-businesses. The first part of the course will 
examine how the environmental problems of developing countries differ from those we face in the industrialized world.   We also examine how the underlying 
principle of private ownership implicit in globalization threatens communal ownership of land and water. Loss of communal rights to land and water tend to 
also induce ethnic conflict as different communities – for example farmers and cattle herders – compete over increasingly precarious rural assets.  In light of 
these concerns regarding the social and environmental repercussions of financial and agricultural investments, we will revisit the notion of environmental 
sustainability and its applicability in developing countries. Does sustainability in the developing world means dealing with extreme rural and urban poverty? 
Does it mean empowering local communities in the management of their local resources and in resolving disputes over the use of natural resources?  Does it 
mean resisting or at least rethinking patent rights especially those dealing with plants and animals?  
 
17444  G H 302    Sec. 33 POSTMOD THOUGHT D. Sandage   6:30-9:00  W eve  MG 322 
Postmodern Thought:  Using sociological analysis, this course examines postmodernism.  It will focus on how postmodernism is both the continuation of 
modernism and its transcendence.  The course will specifically explore the roots of postmodernism, postmodern theory, the effects of language and power 
systems on ideas and beliefs, the complex process of constructing reality, how different societies create different values and beliefs, and how humans relate to 
their symbolic environment.  An emphasis will be placed on the following dimensions of the postmodern world; self-concept, moral and ethical discourse, art 
and culture, and globalization.  The complexities of postmodern thought, including constructivism, deconstruction, irony, pluralism, and multiculturalism will 
be analyzed.  The numerous criticisms of postmodern theory and postmodern thought will also be evaluated. 
 
17445  G H 302   Sec. 67   ECON SUST FOOD T. Sadler    12:30-1:45 TTH  ST 317 
Sustainable Food:  Most people in our society do not have the time or the inclination to understand the process of food production.  By examining the current 
state of industrial agriculture in this country, its historical context, the economic model in which it persists, and the alternative model of sustainable, local food 
production, this course makes the process clear.  Today, in the United States, industrial agriculture provides the majority of the meat and produce that we 
consume.  Incredibly, we as a society are separated from and, for the most part, uninterested in this industrial process that gives us sustenance.  Many 
pernicious outcomes, or “negative externalities,” result from this reality.  Soil fertility diminishes.  Without the use of chemical applications, the plants we 
consume are vulnerable to pests and disease.  Obesity inhibits advances in health.  Multi-billion dollar agricultural subsidies prop up an inferior economic 
system of monoculture.  The system relies on imported energy, which contributes to global warming.  Alternatively, sustainable, local food production, which 
is growing as a share of total food production, addresses each of these problems.  It also leads to many positive outcomes, including local employment and 
healthier food. Most importantly, however, sustainable agriculture, such as local, organic farming, leads to greater knowledge of the crucial connection 
between food production and consumption and thereby addresses what Wendell Berry calls “the great destructiveness of the industrial age…a division, a sort 
of divorce, in our economy.” 
 
/17446       G H 333   Sec. 01         INDEP STUDY  R. Hardy  Arranged Arranged Arranged    
Intensive study and writing on interdisciplinary topics to be approved by the Honors College director and faculty supervisors.  Students must have upper-
division status.  See the Honors Director for more details.  /Permission of Honors College required. 
 
/17447   G H 444   Sec. 01    INDEP SR RESEARCH R. Hardy  Arranged Arranged Arranged        
Intensive research and preparation of an interdisciplinary senior honors thesis or project report.  Topics to be approved by the Honors College director and 
faculty supervisor.  See the Honors Director for more details.  (Note: students working on senior theses should use course numbers available in their major 
departments.  GH 444 can be used if no departmental course number exists.)  /Permission of Honors College required.   
 
&17170    COMM 241H  Sec. 25       INTRO PUB SPKG       C. Ridle    9-9:50              MWF                    MH 012   
Introduction to Public Speaking:  Students in this honors class will receive the same amount of speaking experience and practical instruction as in other 
sections but will engage in a more intensive development of those speeches.  Each student will give three major speeches.  The first will be an informative 
visual presentation, the second will be an argumentative presentation, and the third major speech will be a persuasive presentation.  Students will 
also deliver some minor, upgraded speeches.   
      The course has two objectives.  The first is to have the students master the practicalities of public speaking.  They will learn and put into play the canonical 
principles of invention, organization, style, memory and delivery, and will do so in both informative and persuasive situations.  The second objective is to 
introduce students to the richness of rhetorical theory.  The section will be conducted in such a way as to promote both goals simultaneously. 
      Speeches will be critiqued by the instructor and the class according to the principles outlined in the texts and discussed in class.  With the exception of the 
days devoted to giving speech assignments, class will be conducted as a seminar and workshop.  Students will be expected to have read the material assigned 
and be prepared to raise issues about the readings.  Discussion will follow the students' reactions.   
&Counts as GH course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
&18452   ECON 351H  Sec. 01       GLOBAL POVERTY       J. Lin       11-12:15 TTH                    ST 217 
Global Economic Poverty Issues:  This course on global economic poverty utilizes economic principles to define, examine and analyze the scope and breadth 
of underlying poverty-related policy issues in developing and developed countries. Students in this course will learn to not only define and evaluate 
international measures of economic poverty but also gain greater appreciation for the underlying causes of global poverty and the intricate interconnections 
between different cultures and countries across the globe. The tools learned in this class and subsequent discussions will help our students better navigate and 
understand the often-unfamiliar world around them.  This course provides writing opportunities with revision possibilities to better develop students’ critical 
thinking skills.  &Counts as GH course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status.  
 
&19944 GEOL 110H        Sec. 06 INTRO TO EARTH  L. Melim      1-1:50      MWF       TL 101   Also meets:  1-2:50        T     TL 111    
Introduction to the Earth:  The course is devoted to the study of the earth, its composition, structure, landscape development, origin and evolution.  
Laboratory includes minerals, rocks and maps.  &Counts as GH course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status.  


